Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is a useful tool in investigation for super-resolution realm. By silencing the peripheral fluorophores of the excited spot, leaving only the very centre zone vigorous for fluorescence, the effective point spread function (PSF) could be immensely squeezed and subcellular structures, such as organelles, become discernable. Nevertheless, because of the low cross-section of stimulated emission and the short fluorescence lifetime, the depletion power density has to be extremely higher than the excitation power density and molecules are exposed in high risk of photobleaching. The existence of photobleaching greatly limits the research of STED in achieving higher resolution and more delicate imaging quality, as well as long-term and dynamic observation. Since the first experimental implementation of STED microscopy, researchers have lift out variety of methods and techniques to alleviate the problem. This paper would present some researches via conventional methods which have been explored and utilised relatively thoroughly, such as fast scanning, time-gating, two-photon excitation (TPE), triplet relaxation (T-Rex) and background suppression. Alternatively, several up-to-date techniques, especially adaptive illumination, would also be unveiled for discussion in this paper. The contrast and discussion of these modalities would play an important role in ameliorating the research of STED microscopy.
Introduction
To the best of our knowledge, Abbe's law (Abbe, 1873) delivered a clear-cut statement on the optical diffraction limit, which was afterwards deduced (von Helmholtz, 1874) (Stephenson, 1877) . The simplified quotation is finally present as follows:
where d represents the diffraction limit, NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens and λ is the working wavelength. Since then, extensive attempts have been made to break this diffraction limit through two aspects: either by decreasing λ or increasing NA. For the former strategy, in 1911, ultraviolet microscope was invented to capture super-resolution images through the lowering of the working wavelength (Heimstädt, 1911) . However, due to its high photodamage, it was not suitable for living cells. On the other hand, for the latter strategy, researchers tried to fill the objective space with liquid or solid materials in order to increase the value of NA. Taking solid immersion lens (SIL) for example, the object lens with high refractive index would generate high spatial resolution (Wu et al., 1999) . However, high refractive index also brought high absorption and high chromatic dispersion. What's more, scientists invented near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) by the use of evanescent waves rather than propagation waves (Ash & Nicholls, 1972) . Evanescent waves carry high-frequency information, that is, the detailed and delicate signals that might not be detected in a normal optical imaging system, thereby recovering the optical information. However, NSOM makes the system of more complex and slows down the imaging speed. Despite these extensive endeavours, the minimal dimension that researchers could achieve is still wandering around the half of the wavelength (2/λ) in lateral resolution. It's not until the last decade of the 20th century that such an embarrassing condition has seen a great breakthrough (Hell & Wichmann, 1994; Hell et al., 2003; Hell, 2004) . Related experiments were conducted by suppressing the effective fluorescence volume while two beams were involved. The first beam, called excitation beam, excites the area of interest to the singlet state (S 1 ); simultaneously, the second beam, called depletion beam with a zero-intensity centre normally modulated by a vortex phase plate (VPP), forces the peripheral fluorophores to return to the ground state (S 0 ) by stimulated emission, leaving the very centre area excited. Thus, the effective point spread function (PSF) is greatly squeezed. In 2009, initial STED microscopy images of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres in diamond featured an up to 6 nm spatial resolution in the focal plane . Presently, the minimal dimension that STED microscopy could reach has been shrunken to 2.4 nm (Wildanger et al., 2012) . The final resolution d of the STED microscopy is well described by the following relationships:
where I max responds to the maximal value of the STED irradiance intensity, and I 0 is the saturation intensity at which half of the excited fluorophores de-excite via stimulated emission. And hν STED denotes the STED photon energy and σ STED is the cross-section for stimulated emission with excitation curve and τ is the excited-state lifetime or the singlet state lifetime. Thus, in order to achieve higher resolution, a relatively high I max and σ STED are supposed to assume. However, relatively large cross-section would bring severe background signals.
The wavelength of the STED light normally is red-shifted relatively far away from the emission maximum wavelength. Theoretically speaking, by increasing the value of I max one can achieve a molecular-scale spatial resolution. Whereas, in practice, the attainment of a higher resolution is notably retarded by the existence of photodamage effects including photobleaching and phototoxicity, which is a disturbance to image and monitor biological specimen for long time observation in fluorescence microscopy. Photobleaching is the photochemical alteration of a dye or a fluorophore molecule such that it permanently is unable to fluoresce. And reactive oxygen species (ROS) is considered as the culprit for photobleaching in fluorescence live-cell imaging. Under high light doses, especially for a STED process in order to achieve high resolution, yet, fluorophores tend to be exposed in high risk of photobleaching. Thus, photobleaching leads to signal reduction or information loss, to some extent, affecting to the image quality which in turn asserts limitation to the further improvement of spatial resolution of STED microscopy (Tortarolo et al., 2018) . Because phototoxicity is strictly connected with photobleaching, the decrease of photobleaching effect helps to ameliorate phototoxicity phenomenon. Exception does exist where photobleaching is used as a tool to study localised defects and most importantly for understanding diffusion in biological specimens (Tomm et al., 2000; Wachsmuth et al., 2003; Sniekers & van Donkelaar, 2005) , as well as some novel methods to improve contemporary super-resolution microscopy Wang et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2015) .
Theoretical framework concerning bleaching derived from the rationale of the triplet state is shown in Figure 1 . Through- Fig. 1 . Configuration of energy state transitions for photobleaching. The lifetime of a fluorophore lodging at the single state (S 1 ) normally lasts for ßns, whereas the period of the triplet state (T 1 ) tends to be ßµs-ms. ISC: intersystem crossing; IC: internal conversion; Exc: excitation; Fluo: fluorescence; STED: stimulated depletion emission; S n : an additional excited singlet state; T n : an additional triplet state.
out the process of excitation, fluorophores experience uplifting from the ground state (S 0 ) to the higher energy states (S n>1 ). After instantaneous vibrations of energy relaxation (dubbed as internal conversion, IC), lasting for ßps, molecules would stay in the singlet state (S 1 ) and lodge for ßns, depending on the lifetime of the fluorophore. If not the depleting light dragging them back to S 0 , the process of so-called stimulated emission, molecules would favourably climb down to S 0 , through spontaneous emission (macroscopically speaking, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission occur simultaneously), releasing fluorescent photons. However, certain proportional molecules might run to the triplet state (T 1 ) through intersystem crossing (ISC), before being silenced by the depleting irradiation. The duration of T 1 lasts for ßms, obviously, far longer than S 1 duration. Even if a few percentage of molecules lodging in T 1 , after continuous cycling of excitation and emission, the amount of fluorophores that remain in this cycling would become less and less. This is the temporary bleaching in ßms duration. However, if molecules are uplifted to higher triplet states (T n>1 ) with higher activity, the fluorophores would be in high-risk bleaching permanently derived from photochemical reaction. That's internal mechanism of permanent photobleaching and the impact to the resolution quality might be enormous. Thus, preventing fluorophores as many as possible from S 1 -T 1 transitions is our guidance for further study.
Based on the theory above, specific efforts and experiments have been carried on to baffle the photobleaching issue all around the world recently, and significant achievements have been reached. In the early days, scientists tried to solve the bleaching problem via the perspective of materials by selecting photostable fluorophores Kasper et al., 2010) , such as stabilising the molecules chemically (Song et al., 1996; Dittrich & Schwille, 2001; Vogelsang et al., 2008) , and even dealing with the fluorophores in the cryogenic conditions (Giske, 2007) . However, the fluorophores themselves have certain shortcomings, such as narrow range of fitness for excitation and depletion sources. Recently, quantum dot labels have been widely studied due to its stable properties, but some drawbacks still circumvent its applications, such as phototoxicity, autofluorescence and intermittent emission (photoblinking) (Hanne et al., 2015) . Moreover, upconversion nanoparticles (UCNP) sheds a brilliant light on attenuation of bleaching, because their characteristic of long lifetime, sharp emission bandwidth and excellent resistance to photodamage. Albeit high optical modulation scheme concerning UCNPs has not been built up yet (Wang et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2015a; Liu et al., 2017; Zhan et al., 2017) , some researchers have decreased the laser intensity requirement for emission depletion with the assistance of interionic cross relaxation in lanthanide-doped UCNPs (Zhan et al., 2017) , which embodies high potential for labelling STED imaging in the future.
Throughout the past decade, there have appeared different kinds of impressive experimental mechanisms of STED microscopy to reducing photobleaching, such as fast scanning, two-photon excitation (TPE), time-gating, triplet relaxation (T-Rex) and background suppression. Those methods, being relatively mature, have played a vital character in enhancing of resolution of STED microscopy, as well as in impairing bleaching and ameliorating signal to noise ratio (SNR). Nonetheless, conventional means merely deal with uniform improvement due to the uniform scanning in the field of view (FOV). In fact, areas of densely packed fluorophores should be distinguished with that of sparsely packed fluorophores because the two present different requirement of laser power. Hence, the concept of adaptive illumination has been delivered up. The brief theoretical basis of adaptive illumination is that the energy is only transmitted where it is needed. With the development of photon counting technique and the appearance of highly conspicuous algorithm, the research in adaptive illumination of STED microscopy is speeding up and extensive results show that these well-established STED techniques alleviate bleaching effect greatly. The adaptive illuminating methods, such as reduction of state transition cycles (RESCue), minimised field of view (MINFIELD), dynamic intensity minimum (DyMIN), are so impressive that we may pay close attention to the rationale of these methods. Given some outstanding reviews illustrating STED microscopy systematically in details, however, none of them focus on the bleaching issue specifically Hao et al., 2013b; Bianchini et al., 2015; Guang-Yuan et al., 2017; Vicidomini et al., 2018) . Our work presents the descriptions on recent endeavours impeding photobleaching problems whereas STED experiments involved, largely in the live-cellular field. We hope this work would pave a fundamental route of reference and guidance for further research for reducing photobleaching on STED methods.
Fast scanning
Accelerating the scanning speed to reduce the overall light absorption is an easy-to-go route in order that the bleaching condition might be ameliorated. The core rationale concerning high-speed scanning baffling bleaching is to reduce the continuous light exposure time. Actually, a high scanning speed allows enough time for the fluorophores to relax from the triplet state before a new irradiation occurs. Related experiments have been conducted in seeking for the relationship between the high-speed scanning and photobleaching (Borlinghaus, 2006) . Although the platform was of confocal scanning microscopy, the results still shared some sort of valuable practical reference and guidance for subsequent study. Figure 2 shows the irradiation received by a fluorophore in two different scanning speeds under the equal irradiance (Wu et al., 2015c) . Nowadays, fast scanning is an effective way of reducing photobleaching (Moneron et al., 2010; Bianchini & Diaspro, 2012 ). An electro-optical scanning (>1000 frames s -1 ) system was adopted with pixel dwell time on the order of lifetime of the fluorescent molecular state to reduce bleaching (Schneider et al., 2015) . A temporally stochastic nanoscopy was approached and images could be built up by binding consecutive frames, making the time resolution freely adjustable. In parallel to conventional (slow) scanning by imaging equally sized and densely packed area for equal durations, the total signal of their components was increased by 1.5-to 4.5-fold.
With the fast acquisition system, a STED microscopy system was built up with an 8 KHz resonant scanning mirror and a 96 MHz data acquisition components; both of which reduced the exposure time of fluorophores to ß500 ns with a mean interval of 62.5 µs, effectively reducing photobleaching (Pedro Felipe Gardeazábal Rodríguez et al., 2012) . And it was found that the higher level of depletion laser irradiation, the more remarkable effect of scanning speed on reducing photobleaching and increasing fluorescence yield (Wu et al., 2015c) . It was testified that with ࣙ6 GW cm -2 depletion irradiance, the fluorophore survival time was extended by ß80%, as well as an 8-fold wider field of view (FOV). What's more, an ultrafast photon counting system was developed that delivered a 450 MHz pixel clock (2.2 ns pixel dwell time in each scan), obtaining a large FOV (Wu et al., 2015b) . They also advanced the time-gated CW STED technique to provide superb signal to noise ratio (SNR) and finer image quality.
In a word, implementation of STED microscopy with a fast scanning system might be the most straightforward version to reduce the bleaching worsening. Although fast scanning is a conventional method to reduce bleaching, there still remains . When the speed doubles, the exposure time-span is reduced to t E /2. Yet, the number of scans needs to be doubled in order to maintain the same illumination dose.
huge potential of reducing photobleaching effect in STED system.
Time-gating
In 2000, the first STED implementation (Klar et al., 2000) was built up by synchronising trains of pulses for excitation and depletion, during the process of which a depletion pulse immediately followed an excitation pulse. Then an analytic study of pulsed STED by mathematical models had been presented (Leutenegger et al., 2010) . In essence, pulsed STED had the advantage of relatively low average power, in which condition fluorophores were not prone to be bleached. The dependence of photobleaching on the pulse duration and the STED power was investigated recently (Dyba & Hell, 2003; Castello et al., 2016; Oracz et al., 2017) . The results are of significant guide to further knowledge of pulsed STED in study of reducing bleaching. Till 2007, continuous wave (CW) beams were introduced as STED radiance which raised up heated research in CW-STED (Willig et al., 2007) . Although the peak intensity provided by CW-STED is lower in parallel to that of pulsed beam, CW lasers supply with any wavelength in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) range, a potential accustomed to more widespread fluorescent dyes. Additionally, no need of complexity of synchronisation adds great convenience to conduct CW-STED experiments.
With the increase of the power of the STED beam, either continuous wave STED (CW-STED) or pulsed STED (P-STED), the resolution would be enhanced. Yet, this would be accompanied by an increased photobleaching which vanishes the signal strength, leaving the effective resolution reduced. In 2011, the concept of time-gated STED modality was firstly proposed, employed with a pulsed excitation and a CW depleting laser (Vicidomini et al., 2011) . The result showed that the fluorescence on-off contrast was improved by using moderate light intensities in finer pixel details. Their endeavour paves the way for not compromising between high resolution and low bleaching: a time-gated detection scheme. A time-gated system allows to discard early fluorescence emitted by fluorophores that have not been exposed to enough stimulated emission photons so that long lifetime fluorophores would be detected, which in turn increases the effective resolution, rather than a trade-off between the resolution and the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Admittedly, CW-STED yields a poorer resolution and a less pronounced fluorescence on-off contrast at the doughnut slope compared with P-STED, respectively due to a much lower maximum of STED intensity and STED compromising by ongoing excitation (Fig. 3) .
It was found through simulation researches that timegating could produce theoretically unbounded resolution with finite laser power (Moffitt et al., 2011) . However, due to the abandoning of low lifetime fluorophores, time-gated detection tends to inevitably cause the deduction of SNR and brightness. Then time-gated detection and deconvolutionbased algorithm were combined to produce finer images with higher SNR and thereby a higher effective spatial resolution . It was concluded that their system could lower the STED power intensity to 250 mW at 760 nm. It was even demonstrated that the laser power can be further reduced to 70-90 mW at 577 nm while a lower noise level was used, such as 577 nm optical-pumped semiconductor laser (OPSL) . Additionally, Another method was proposed (Coto Hernandez et al., 2016) which did not discard photons, yet gathered all the photons in various time-gating and afterwards dealt with them in a multiimage deconvolution reassociation implementation (the socalled off-line time-gating). And on the hardware, a fast-gated single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD), a detector capable to rapidly (ß100 ps) operate shut-up and shut-down, was utilised to improve significantly the SNR of the time-gated STED image, simultaneously reducing the photobleaching. It's worth noting that subtraction method plays an important role in optimising the time-gated system in case of strong anti-Stokes emission background (Ronzitti et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Hao et al., 2013a) .
In the aspect of CW-STED, there conducted a lot of simulation work (Moffitt et al., 2011; Vicidomini et al., 2013) and experiments focused on the CW-STED nanoscopy were conducted by implementing pulsed laser excitation and CW laser depletion with time-gated detection (Vicidomini et al., 2011) . Time-gated detection acted like a spatial filter reducing the effective point spread function (PSF) amplitude so that low spatial frequency contributions from the periphery, which were normally large in standard CW-STED microscopy, were suppressed. It was found that features that 50 nm apart can be clearly separated with only 77 mW average power of CW-STED, more than twice the power was required without time-gating.
Two-photon excitation
As is known to all, the problem of single-photon excitation (SPE) is that photobleaching and phototoxicity are generated not only in the focal plane (in focus), but also in the entire light cone, above and below that focal plane (out of focus). Unlike single-photon excitation (SPE), TPE performs optical sectioning in scanning microscopy, not generating out-of-focus fluorescence, that is, out-of-focus photobleaching is largely impaired. Additionally, deep penetration is achieved in biological tissues due to the use of lengthening wavelengths, such as near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, which are benefit for inhibition of photobleaching and phototoxicity.
In essence, by implementing TPE, except for a few researches employing CW depletion laser irradiance (Moneron & Hell, 2009) , pulsed depletion laser becomes a major source. The results showed that focal bleaching in TPE-STED microscopy was lower than that in SPE-STED microscopy. The spatial resolution of a regular two-photon microscope could be improved by a factor of 4 to 6 using a long-working distance water objective (Bianchini & Diaspro, 2012; Bethge et al., 2013) . However, in TPE scanning microscopy, the near-infrared wavelengths used for excitation usually preclude the accurate imaging of many small subcellular compartments of neurons, leading to a high effect of photobleaching. And it was found that the depth dependence of resolution was consistent with the depth dependence of depletion efficiency (Takasaki et al., 2013) . Then the configuration of the vortex phase plate (VPP) was improved to transmissible liquid crystal devices (tLCD) which enabled the modification of optical properties over a wide wavelength region, at least 450-900 nm, at a high conversion efficiency (Ipponjima et al., 2014; Otomo et al., 2015a) . Thus, this helped TPE-STED technique to ameliorate photobleaching and phototoxicity to go further. Additionally, TPE could be combined with time-gated detection in STED microscopy for functioning the advantages of both (Coto Hernandez et al., 2016) .
Recently, researchers (Kawakami et al., 2013; Kawakami et al., 2015; Otomo et al., 2015b; Sun et al., 2017) have tried to improve not only the spatial resolution, penetration depth included, but also the temporal resolution. It's worth-noting that photobleaching in TPE tends to occur faster in the focal zone than in SPE. According to previous researches, the resolution under TPE is typically ß30% poorer than that under SPE, normally because the squeezing of full-width-halfmaximum (FWHM) of excitation volume, originating from the quadratic dependence of the excitation, does not catch up with the lengthening of the excitation wavelength.
Triplet relaxation
As we have mentioned above, molecules lodging in the triplet state may bring temporary bleaching, as well as permanent bleaching due to its high risk of participating in photochemical reaction (Deschenes & Bout, 2002) . However, T-Rex technique could be adopted with low repetition-rate excitation to reduce photobleaching in STED microscopy (Donnert et al., 2006) . By using pulsed excitation with interpulse time interval that is long enough for the triplet state to relax between two pulses, the illumination of fluorophores in the triple state is avoided (Fig. 4) . Nonetheless, T-Rex strategies do not prevent bleaching pathways associated with short-lived states, such as those emanating from excited singlet states. Then dark-state relaxation (D-Rex) technique was also adopted to obtain a gain in signal to noise ratio (SNR) (Donnert et al., 2007) . A 5-to 25-fold increase was observed in total fluorescence yield involved with pulses featuring temporal pulse separation more than 1 µs. Similar experiments were also conducted for TPE and the same conclusion was gained. Admittedly, the tripletstate lifetime is quite long (ßms) in parallel to the singlet-state lifetime, and the photon absorption rate has to be less than 1 MHz, which either lengthens the acquisition time or requires very fast scanning. Afterwards, concept of T-Rex merged with bunch laser pulses was presented to somewhat speed up imaging without losing the benefit of T-Rex (Donnert et al., 2009) . Approximately the same period, another research group has done plenty of focused works on T-Rex study of reducing bleaching using even state coherent light, either theoretically or experimentally (Mondal & Diaspro, 2007; Mondal, 2008) . Recently, the insight of coordinated-targeted fluorescence microscopy with multiple off-states (MOST) (Danzl et al., 2016) was come up with that fluorophores could be drove into a second off state that is inert to the excess light, thereby bleaching reduced. In the active configuration, absorption of a ß488 nm photon transfers the molecule to a fluorescent singlet state S 1 of ßns lifetime. Before being exposed to the maxima of the STED beam, molecules would be deactivated, which may not absorb excitation or STED beam photons, or absorption may be followed by fast relaxation to the OFF 2 ground state. Bleaching in this protected STED mode is reduced both by protection of fluorophores through transfer to OFF 2 and by a reduced STED power requirement for given resolution. However, there also appear some disadvantages, such as the modulation through triple states tends to incur atom relocation which is not as fast as other methods. Additionally, MOST is not a general method which requires specific probes and reduces the generality of STED microscopy.
Background suppression
As we all know, the threshold intensity of depletion light I 0 = hν STED /(σ STED τ ) and the subdiffraction limit d = λ/2NA √ 1 + I max /I 0 . If σ STED could be increased, I 0 in turn would be decreased so that a higher resolution d would be obtained. Likewise, I max should be reduced leading to a low probability of bleaching. However, due to the inevitable overlap of the emission and excitation spectra, unfavourable background signals are increased, which normally consist of reexcitation signals and anti-Stokes signals induced by the high power density of STED beam. Alternately, there also exist excitation signals that have been depleted incompletely by STED beam (Gao et al., 2017) . Researchers are fond of relieving the constraints on the STED wavelengths which are normally redshifted by utilising blue-shifting STED beam (Vicidomini et al., 2012) . Those attempts are meaningful and profound. For instance, a wavelength of STED beam at the emission maximum would gain 10-fold increase in cross-section and STED beam power could be equally lower. That is, one can achieve the same spatial resolution with far lower power which is fairly helpful for reducing photobleaching (Bordenave et al., 2016) . Actually, fluorophores that have been considered inapplicable at certain wavelength zone become usable. However, the drawback that approaching the emission maximum will bring is the disturbance of background signals. How to suppress the background signals becomes crucial in solving this problem and lots of eminent approaches have been achieved such as the attempt in quantum dots (Hanne et al., 2015) and the method using phasor analysis for molecular dynamics . It was proposed that the conventional STED pulse could be followed by a second STED pulse with a Gaussian intensity profile at a specific time delay (Gao et al., 2017) . The second Gaussian STED beam (STED2) helps to silence the molecules which are reexcited by the first STED beam (STED1) in the central subregion and are incompletely depleted by STED1 in peripheral region. Eventually, a subtraction of signals collected after STED1 and that after STED2 will suppress the background influence. Synchronous detection was also adopted to reduce the background signals with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) system (Castello et al., 2017) . It aims to build up a user-friendly system in removing the anti-Stokes emission background usable to any STED microscopy, including CW-STED and P-STED. The automatic responses between the excitation interruption and scanning frequency and the signal detection are the crucial points in their experiments.
Because the anti-Stokes background signals are triggered solely by the STED beam, a lock-in detection has been demonstrated that can sufficiently subtract the background (Ronzitti et al., 2013) . The excitation light was firstly modulated with an acoustic-optical modulator (AOM), and the fluorescent signals induced by STED light were then decoupled from the signals by excitation light with an amplifier. However, lock-in detection would lead to more recording time which in turn enhance the tendency of photobleaching. Another experiment tried to compensate this shortcoming without lock-in detection yet with a new filter strategy which is especially evident for tubulin structures in a cell (Coto Hernandez et al., 2014) .
Adaptive illumination
In the interior structure of a cell or other organic entity, based on the point scanning scheme, the observation region is irradiated by uniform light with even-distribution power density. In fact, the region with low fluorophore concentration (or no fluorophores) tends to receive excess photons for resolving. However, the fluorophore-dense region receives insufficient light doses for imaging. That is, the SNR of the former is higher than necessary whereas the latter is lower than necessary. This would bring overall photodamage both in weakly fluorescent foreground and brightly fluorescent foreground. Adaptive illumination aims to solve the problem and calls for illumination light being used only where it is needed.
A simple imaging method, named controlled light-exposure microscopy (CLEM) (Hoebe et al., 2007) was proposed, which could reduce photobleaching 2-to 10-fold, even without compromising image quality. By implementation, an acousticoptical modulator (AOM) as a switch of the illumination light and an electronic circuit as a fast feedback system are needed (Fig. 5) . This innovation opened an avenue for adaptive illumination of STED against photobleaching. Some smart techniques emerging nowadays, such as RESCue, MINFIELD and DyMIN, are continuing in this modality. Figure 6 shows the contrast between conventional STED scanning and adaptive illumination.
Reduction of state transition cycles, dubbed as RESCue (Staudt et al., 2011) , associated the experimental configuration of CLEM to push adaptive illumination imaging to a further intelligent step. The lasers are switched off after a certain number of photons are collected. The result shows that the bleaching factor is reduced by 5-fold, simultaneously increasing the fluorescence signals (Staudt et al., 2011) . Note that the reduction of photobleaching clearly depends on the fluorophore, the applied intensity and the spatial distribution of the fluorophores in the sample. As matter of fact, RESCue is suitable for all 3D far-field optical nanoscopy modalities relying on a targeted coordinated readout.
In conventional STED model, molecules in the sample are repeatedly exposed to the maxima (located in the crest of the doughnut) which exacerbates bleaching. MINFIELD, that is, minimised field of view and minimal light fields (Gottfert et al., 2017) , was adopted to achieve a reduction of bleaching by up to 100-fold and resolve <25 nm details. In the MINFIELD structure, the core concept is that lower local deexcitation intensities in STED nanoscospy for image sizes below the diffraction limit, denoting: (1) the field of view is minimised to only the structure of interest and (2) minimal parts of STED beam area are exerted to molecules. In this work, region of interest (ROI) is confined to features <100 nm, the size of the imaged region almost squeezed to the spatial subdiffraction dimensions. By reducing the size of the image field to an area below the diffraction limit, where the STED beam intensity is more moderate (around the doughnut minimum). One can reduce the irradiation intensities in the area of interest, inducing lower photobleaching and allowing the acquisition of more fluorescence signal at higher resolution. It's worth-noting that in a MINFIELD strategy, probing features would pay for the expense of neighboring areas potentially negatively affected.
Notably speaking, at regions where features are far enough apart that molecules could be separated with lower intensity, the excess intensity just adds to photobleaching. And regions at the overlap of doughnut crest and excitation spot are prone to be overexposed, leaving high probability of bleaching. Based on the above, DyMIN scanning was proposed, standing for dynamic intensity minimum, originating from earlier study of RESCue and MINFIELD, to reduce sample exposure. The result shows that DyMIN lowers the total doses of STED light on the scanned region up to ß20-fold and >100-fold for sparser 2D and 3D samples whereas the bleaching reduction can be converted into accordingly brighter images at <30-nm resolution. The principle of DyMIN is that this strategy only uses as much on/off-switching light as needed to image at the desired resolution.
In fact, adaptive illumination could be divided into two steps or two aspects: localisation and illumination. What we have discussed above is all about illumination aspect which is controllable. In CLEM, an acoustic-optical modulator (AOM) is used to adaptively judge whether the input signal would be fit for optimal resolution or not. In a RESCue modality, one set of algorithm functions for control: decision time and pixel time are for temporal judge, while lower threshold and upper threshold for signal threshold. In MINFIELD, the object area is confined to subdiffraction limitation dimension and scans are controlled within the interest region. Whereas, in the DyMIN strategy, the control algorithm is far more complex and the dynamic scheme could be achieved to some extent.
As far as we know, throughout the panorama of all the super-resolved methods, stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), Photoactivated localisation microscopy (PALM) and Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) claim the highest profile. Despite of different acronyms, they embody the same principle to distinguish features of densely packed molecules: only a few of them is permitted to fluoresce, whereas their surrounding neighbours have to stay resting. However, those methods merely denote the relatively localised on-off pairs, not providing the absolute location in areas of interest, which is the second prerequisite for obtaining a super-solution image. In CLEM and RESCue, no recordings of prelocalisation scans are found in the papers.
In MINFIELD, a general low-resolution image is first acquired with the piezo-stage (or other motion stage) in order to select areas of interest for a STED scan, whereas DyMIN uses one or more probing steps, each at different resolution, to prelocate denser structures. Recently, a method called MINFLUX only requires 22 times fewer fluorescence photons compared to popular centroid localisation by establishing the coordinates of a molecule with minimal emission fluxes (Balzarotti et al., 2017) . Precise localisation may help to reduce the minimal need of illumination, thereby reducing the risks of photobleaching. A STED system combined with such a localisation modality would be fairly promising. Figure7 shows the multiplex cycles of MINFLUX.
From the above, we can see that adaptive illumination initiates a promising future in reducing bleaching and offers some creative thoughts in high-efficiency research, especially for photon budgets. Some of the methods are flexible that they might be extended to other capabilities and applications, for example MINFIELD configuration can be combined with other approaches, such as dark-state relaxation (D-Rex) and reducing the number of state transition cycles (RESCue).
Other methods
To follow up, standard stimulated emission depletion microscopy deals with improvement of lateral super-resolution, regardless of its axial resolution which is still over 500 nm. The PSF is confined to a 110-nm spot axially by replacing the microscopy slide with a mirror (dubbed as MEANS), which is also adaptive to all laser scanning nanoscopy . No need of additional complexity, the mirror assisted excitation confinement obtained 6-fold increase in the axial resolution and 2-fold in the lateral resolution for STED, resolving 19 nm sized ring structures in nuclear pore complex, without increasing the depletion laser power. In the prerequisite of the same light intensity budget, MEANS maximises the imaging function of the photons compared with conventional STED method, hence, reducing the bleaching probability. Combined with total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM) which is for imaging the surface sample layer close to the coverslip, MEANS optically sections the interior layer of the specimen close to the mirror. Compared to 4Pi microscopy, MEANS relieves the requirement of ultraprecise system alignment. Due to capability of optical sectioning and high axial resolution, MEANS is particularly appealing to bioimaging where specimens are usually prone to strong light power. Also, Gaussian beam for excitation and hollow Bessel beam for depletion (GB-STED) was reported on the deep imaging, making it a promising tool for deep 3D bioimaging in optical nanoscopy (Yu et al., 2016) .
Conclusion
Throughout the past century, the existence of diffraction limit has burdened biologists and optical researchers. However, the combination of a solid spot and a hollow phase-modulated beam makes the problem simple. And the making use of the difference between spontaneous emission and stimulated emission could be of genius thought. And this conspicuous foresight and innovation won Stephan W. Hell the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2014 because the enormous influence of STED strategy opens a novel research path on subcellular imaging, such as organelle structures and mitochondria dynamics . However, the goal of obtaining reliable data from living cells is normally disturbed by photobleaching and phototoxicity during the acquisition process of STED methods featuring relatively high intensity. As far as super-resolved research is concerned, spatial resolution and temporal resolution seem to be a dilemma. With the improvement of resolution by increasing depletion power input (ß1-200 MW cm -2 ), it becomes difficult to achieve a long-term live-cell nanoscopy.
Recent developments on reducing bleaching of STED microscopy largely depend on the rapid improvement of fluorescent dyes, marking techniques, photon counting and highlevel algorithm. In order to prolong live-cell imaging, fast scanning is an easy-to-go methodology to lower the photobleaching effect by decreasing the exposure time-span of a fluorophore per scan. The instrumentation may involve with a piezoelectric stage or resonant scanning system. Timegated STED (G-STED) offers an outstanding solution in reducing photobleaching derived from hardware and software aspects, making it immensely potential. An offline G-STED scheme, often along with time correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC), enables after-treatment of selecting desirable time threshold and accomplishing time window gating. And correlative deconvolution algorithm also prevents the signal loss caused by filtering short-lifetime fluorophores. Moreover, an optical-pumped semiconductor laser (OPSL) combined with time-gating might be of great potential in further research. When it comes to thicker tissue slices, optical aberration, including light absorption and light scattering, makes optical readout more complicated and photodamage more severe. TPE combined with STED microscopy lowers the out-of-focus influence and tends to achieve higher depth of view (DOV). However, TPE normally occurs faster in the focal zone than in single-photon excitation (SPE). Fast scanning blended with TPE might be the solution. Proceeding from the bleaching rationale of energy levels, triple-relaxation (T-Rex) alleviates the bleaching deterioration effect. By modulating the interpulse interval and matching the features of electron transitions, TRex technique successfully reduces the impairment brought by bleaching.
Among extensive methods, we classify CLEM, RESCue, MIN-FIELD and DyMIN as adaptive illumination technique. Adaptive optics is of frontier research field for overcoming the bleaching problem caused by variable local composition and complicated sample condition in STED nanoscopy (Antonello et al., 2016; Patton et al., 2016) . MINFIELD offers new probabilities to deal with photobleaching and allows for obtaining more frames before photobleaching. DyMIN strategy could be the crystallisation of thoughts and endeavors of RESCue and MINFIELD, adaptively modulating input intensity according to intermolecular conditions. Particularly, RESCue would have a promising potential in 3D separating in the condition that depth-imaging of live cells becomes more and more important. Concerning adaptive illumination, it offers a rooted solution albeit its complexity in hardware and software, normally EOM or AOM and complicated light path involved. Yet, in the future, it is speculated it would provide the relatively complete guidance for baffling bleaching effect with the speeding up of technical improvement, especially in highly sensitive photon detector and ultrafast feedback system. A comprehensive parallel has been shown in Table 1 , as for those influential and common methods. From the table, we can see each kind of method embodies its specific advantage and scope of application, as well as its own limitation. How to function the highlight aspect, even to integrate these functions, to be fit for particular biological field and to control the depletion intensity in a moderate range, would become our next meditation.
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